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cherry-pick, but this alone does not cause them to change primary allegiance. The majority of transitions
occur across competing stores of the same price format, which suggests “format loyalty” is an important
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The Inter-Store Mobility of Supermarket Shoppers

Abstract
The allegiance of a particular customer, and the distribution across customers of
strength of a±liation to a store are important indicators of store health. It is therefore
important to understand both the extent and determinants of consumer mobility across
competing retailers. We assume that while shoppers may patronize many stores, they
typically have a primary a±liation to a \main store." To understand mobility, we
model the tendencies of shoppers to transition away from this main store and adopt
another in its place. The model is formulated as a random-e®ects probit and includes
shopper, store and time-speci¯c covariates. Data from 548 households taking 88,945
shopping trips among ¯ve stores are used to calibrate the model.
The substantive ¯ndings are as follows. First, we ¯nd that inertia is prevalent
(nearly three quarters of the consumers show progressive attachment to a main store).
Interestingly, this ¯nding is not simply driven by location because shoppers are captive
to a single store based on geographical distance. It more likely re°ects the bene¯ts
of store-speci¯c knowledge of assortment, layout and prices. Second, the decision to
transition from a main store is not in°uenced by temporary price promotions on a common basket of items: shoppers will cherry pick, but this alone does not cause them to
change allegiance. Moreover, the majority of transitions occur across competing stores
of the same price format suggesting that \format loyalty" is an important aspect of
shopper behavior. Third, after controlling for unobserved heterogeneity, we ¯nd little
relationship between observable demographics and the transition probability | this result is counter to that for store choice behavior. We do, however, ¯nd a signi¯cant link
between the shopping behavior pro¯le and the associated transition probability: shoppers who spend more per trip are more inertial as are less frequent shoppers. Fourth,
shoppers are highly inertial | the longer they remain with a preferred main store,
the more likely it is they will continue to do so. Implications for retail management
strategy are discussed.
Key Words: Shopping Behavior, Retail Competition, Mobility, Random E®ects.
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Introduction

Retailers seek to strike a balance between acquiring new customers (newcomers to the market), stealing competitors' customers and retaining existing customers. The success of a
store hinges on its ability to protect existing customers from turnover, and at the same time
to attract more outside customers. In this paper we study the extent and determinants of
shopper mobility among stores.
Our work is in the tradition of recent studies of store switching behavior and choice
dynamics (e.g., Popkowski Leszczyc et al 1996; 2000) and shares some conceptual similarities
with studies in labor economics (e.g., Blumen et al 1955; Farber 1994). In this literature,
choice decisions are analyzed as if they comprise a \process" of movement between types
of employment and this is re°ected in the probability that an individual in a particular
line of employment will transition out to another career. We focus on the likelihood that a
shopper with a strong allegiance to a particular retailer will transition to a competitor as
their preferred destination.
The notion of transition is conceptually useful in the study of mobility and customer
management. First, the store choice decision is likely to involve a reasonable degree of
cognitive e®ort | particularly in relation to the e®ort expended on brand choice decisions.
Trips to stores involve time and ¯nancial outlay and in addition, place natural constraints on
the product and price assortment the consumer will encounter. One might therefore expect
shoppers to deliberate carefully before developing allegiances, and having done so, remain
somewhat faithful.
Second, consumers appear to habituate to store environments over time. Bell et al (1998)
report that for most shoppers, consideration sets for stores are relatively small. Furthermore,
shoppers derive bene¯ts from the accumulation of store-speci¯c knowledge and are in e®ect
willing to pay higher prices to shop in stores that they know well. A reevaluation of the
preferred store may only occur when the shopper perceives a substantial change in the marketing environment. Alternatively, some shoppers may be cherry pickers or variety seekers by
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nature (e.g., Trivedi et al 1994; Lal and Rao 1997). Positive state dependence, or consumer
inertia, has been the focus of previous work on brand switching and brand choice (e.g., Gonul
and Srinivasan (1993); Trivedi et al. 1994; Keane 1997; Chintagunta 1998; Seethuraman et
al 1999) but has yet to be fully explored within the context of store selection decisions.
Third, from a retail management point of view, it may be more instructive to consider
the time series of customer selection decisions as indicative of relationships with a stores,
rather than as simply a collection of independent choices and transactions. In sum, the task
of the retail manager is to focus on retaining the existing customers while trying to capture
new customers (either new entrants or shoppers loyal to competitors). To help the retail
manager discern the nature of this task, we address the following questions:
1. What is the extent of mobility? Are shoppers inertial in store choices? If so, do they
exhibit loyalty to particular formats?
2. What are the key determinants of cross-sectional di®erences in store mobility? How
much variation is explained by the observable characteristics of the households, such
as income and family size?
3. How do marketing activities such as aggregate price di®erences between stores in°uence
shopper mobility?
4. How does innate mobility change with the duration a consumer shops in a store? Do
consumers become more inertial with time, and if so, at what rate?

The answers to these questions are valuable to retail management. If most shoppers are
not mobile, this has important implications for strategy { in particular the development of
loyalty programs. If observable characteristics of consumers account for a large portion of
the variation in mobility, retailers could tailor strategies to a select group of customers. If
mobility is in°uenced by marketing initiatives such as price cuts, coupons, etc., this has
implications for how to optimize resource allocation across the various components of the
marketing mix. For example, escalation of marketing expenditures could be damaging because \cherry picking" may result in few short term retailer bene¯ts, and more seriously, not
be accompanied by any long term improvements in the size and stability of the customer
franchise.
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We ¯nd evidence of substantial lack of mobility | almost three quarters of the customers
are unlikely to change their main stores. This is quite remarkable given the presence of
several competing stores within a small geographically contiguous area (shoppers are not
constrained by distance or the lack of options). Second, for shoppers who transition, their
behavior is not governed by observable demographics: demographic e®ects are not signi¯cant
after unobserved consumer heterogeneity is controlled for. Thus, while demographic variables
may account for category-level price sensititivies (e.g., Hoch et al, 1995) they do not appear
to govern consumer mobility among stores. This result is surprising given that Bell et al
(1998) show that demographic variables have a strong e®ect on store choice. We do, however,
¯nd a strong e®ect of the \shopping behavior pro¯le" as average expenditure per trip and the
frequency of shopping explain considerable cross-sectional variation. This is convergent with
recent work which links shopping behavior variables to overall consumer price sensitivity
(e.g., Ainslie and Rossi 1998; Bell and Lattin 1998; Manchanda et al 1999).
Third, relative product prices on particular shopping trips do not have a signi¯cant
e®ect on transition probabilities. This does not imply that price-related variables per se are
unimportant, but rather, that long term store selection is more likely made on the basis of
aggregate price images (e.g., Alba et al 1994) instead of actual price di®erentials at speci¯c
instances in time. This ¯nding points to an advantage of our focus on transitions from main
stores | as opposed to trip-to-trip store choices | as the dependent measure in the study.
While temporary price cuts induce store switching, they need not generate long term gains in
the number of customers or levels of expenditure per customer. Fourth, the chance of store
turnover decreases signi¯cantly with the duration at a store. This ¯nding is consistent with
the idea that it is more cost-e®ective to protect existing customers than to try to acquire
outside customers.1 The paper is organized as follows. We provide some background and
introduce the model and estimation approach in the next section. Section 3 describes the
data and a descriptive analysis of the transition process. Section 4 reports the ¯ndings and
section 5 concludes the paper.
1 In

the brand choice literature Rosenberg and Czepiel (1983) contend that attracting a new customer to

a brand costs more than six times what is needed to keep an existing customer.
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2

Background and Model

Related Work
Our model is distinct from, but builds upon a number of previous studies. Early work on
store choice processes utilized the negative binomial model (NBD) and the Dirichelet (e.g.,
Wrigley and Dunn 1984). These relatively parsimonious models do a surprisingly good job
of capturing aggregate patterns in the data. Nevertheless, such approaches typically involve
restrictive assumptions regarding the homogeneity of the store visit timing decisions and
the way in which covariates can enter the model. In an e®ort to improve on these earlier
approaches, Popkowski Leszczyc et al (1996) develop a competing risk hazard model to
analyze the store visit timing decisions of households, while also recognizing that time to
the next visit may depend upon the store currently selected. They ¯nd that the Gamma
distribution provides the best characterization of the inter-visit timing process and account
for several sources of observed heterogeneity among the households in their sample. In a
further extension of this work, Popkowski Leszczyc et al (2000) incorporate a third shopper
decision | the amount to spend | and also account for unobserved heterogeneity using a
¯nite mixture approach.
A second stream of work looks more explicitly at the store choice decision (rather than the
visit timing decision) of individual shoppers. Work in this area dates back to classic studies
on location (e.g., Hu® 1964), retail center attractiveness (e.g., Fotheringham 1988) through to
more conventional panel data studies (e.g., Bell et al 1998). These approaches focus on store
and shopper level characteristics and typically treat choice decisions as independent through
time. A third important line of work deals with the behavior of store switching consumers.
A number of authors have examined store sales data and tried to relate switching patterns
to the marketing activities of stores (price and promotion in particular). Studies include
those by Kumar and Leone (1988) and Hoch et al (1994). While the former study found
that consumers will switch stores in response to price promotions in a single category (in
this case, diapers), the latter reports that most consumers appear relatively insensitive to
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increases or decreases in price. Moreover, Bucklin and Lattin (1992) ¯nd no evidence for
direct e®ects of marketing activity on store choice (i.e., consumers to do not switch stores in
response to price specials on a single category).
In this paper we build upon these various ¯ndings in the following ways. Like Popkowski
Leszczyc et al (1996, 2000) we are concerned with the transition process from one store
to another, however we are more concerned with the probability of transitioning within a
speci¯c period, than the time to transition per se. Our objective here is quite di®erent:
we want to understand the factors that in°uence the stability of the customer base at a
particular oulet. Moreover, we are able to consider a class of store covariates that we not
available to those authors.2 While most of the store switching literature (e.g., Bucklin and
Lattin 1992; Kumar and Leone 1998; Popkowski Leszczyc 1997) deals with store switching at
a particular point in time, we are interested in factors (i.e., shopper or store characteristics)
that determine whether or not a particular shopper is inherently switchable over a longer
term. It is one thing to conclude that price promotions lead consumers to move amongst
stores for particular trips and quite another to conclude that they are capable of inducing
long term shifts in customer a±lilation. This links our work to studies on consumer inertia
that have appeared in the brand choice literature (e.g., Keane 1997; Seethuraman et al 1999).
In sum, the distinguishing features of our work are a focus on: (1) individual shopper
(versus aggregate) behavior, (2) a rich set of covariates including both store and shopper
characteristics, and (3) a unique modeling approach in which the decision to switch main
store a±liation, rather than simply switch stores, is the dependent variable of interest.3
2 There

are also some methodological di®erences. Both studies account for observed heterogeneity through

shopper covariates, however we account for unobserved heterogeneity in a Bayesian random e®ects model.
3 As we discuss shortly, we link the discrete time hazard approach to mobility to a random utility formulation of the \utility of switching." This o®ers the advantage that the model can be estimated in a simple
random utility framework, given the appropriate de¯nition of the dependent variable.
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Model
Store selection is a repetitive process with most shoppers visiting a grocery store 1-2 times
per week. The shopper's relationship with a store can be understood through an analysis of
transitions across a series of consecutive discrete time intervals, and central to our analysis
is the idea that at each time interval, the shopper has a main store. The main store will
be de¯ned as the store that receives the greatest allocation of consumer expenditures in the
associated interval.4 Of interest is the shopper's decision to transition (or not) from the main
store in the next shopping time interval as each unit of time represents an opportunity for
the shopper to continue with the store selected previously as the main store, or to switch to
an alternative.
While our approach is di®erent to a per-trip store choice model in which one models
store selection from a ¯xed competitive set, there are some similarities. The decision to
transition away from a preferred store is akin to the concept of \disadoption" of the store
and disadoption occurs when the shoppers reaches a certain threshold level of dissatisfaction
with the main store. As shown by Allison (1982), there is a direct mathematical relationship
between a random utility model of choice and a discrete time hazard model in which the
decision maker decides to adopt a particular innovation. Our discrete time hazard formulation can also be viewed as a model of \rejection" as we uncover the factors that encourage
shoppers to abandon their historically preferred environments (see also Van den Bulte and
Lilien 2001).
For shoppers, there are real bene¯ts to maintaining a±nity with primarily one store,
or at least a small set, including economic bene¯ts from loyalty programs and cognitive
e®ort bene¯ts related to knowledge of the store layout, etc. (e.g., Tang et al 2001). Despite
this, the shopper may reach a threshold for disadoption and be motivated to seek out a
new main store. The shopper could be inherently variety-prone, or a substantial change in
store features or policies could precipitate a switch. From a management point of view, it is
4 We

provide precise de¯nitions of \main store" and \time interval" in Section 3. For the moment it

su±ces to consider these terms conceptually.
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important to know whether such tendencies are related to observable characteristics of the
shopper, or explicit actions taken by the store. Moreover, the implicit cost of disadoption
and switching away from a main store could increase with time spent at that store.

Speci¯cation
We now describe the model speci¯cation. In the next section we discuss speci¯c covariates
and the important constructs of main store and time window . The dependent variable in
the model is an indicator function which captures the transition behavior of the shopper,
de¯ned with respect to the main store and time window. Consider the store transitions of
a sample of shoppers i = 1; : : : ; I visiting a set of competing stores s = 1; : : : ; S. These
shoppers are assumed to have access to all stores and the potential to make active choices
at each occasion. Let si;t be the main store of shopper i at week t. The dependent variable
or transition index yi;t is de¯ned as
6si;t¡1 );
yi;t = 1(si;t =

(2.1)

such that it takes the value 1 if the current main store is di®erent from the previous main
store. Conceptually, this occurs when the shopper's dissatisfaction with the current main
store reaches a critical threshold. Using this interpretation of the transition index we can
invoke the notion of random utility and de¯ne the probability of transitioning away from
the main store. Speci¯cally, we de¯ne pi;t = Pr(yi;t = 1), and then using the standard
normal link function, ©, relate the probability of turnover to observable and unobservable
characteristics of the store-household pair at each time of transition

0 ° + m0 ¯ ):
pi;t = ©(®i + qi;t
i;t i

(2.2)

In equation (2.2) ®i represents the unobserved innate mobility of household i, and qi;t is a
vector of time-invariant household demographic and shopping behavior variables as well as
k ¡ 1 time-varying dummy variables for the identity of the current main store (where store
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k is the base).5 mi;t includes a measure of the distance between the consumer and the store,
the price for a common basket of goods, and duration dummy variables. ° and ¯i are the
response parameters which are either assumed common or shopper-speci¯c, depending on
the model formulation to be estimated. To see the link between the discrete time hazard
interpretation and the random utility approach let zi;t represent the relative utility of main
switching stores. In this case we have

0 ° + m0 ¯ + " ;
zi;t = ®i + qi;t
i;t
i;t i

(2.3)

iid
where "i;t » normal (0,1). The relationship with the transition index is clearly seen when
we transform the probit model in equation (2.2) as
yi;t = 1(zi;t > 0):

(2.4)

Our model formulation has a very parsimonious structure. In addition, it links the discrete
time hazard notion of transitions to an underlying utility model where the latent utility is
the \utility of switching main stores" rather than the utility of a particular alternative per
se. Thus, our model is well suited to understanding the long term evolution of a customer
base as it relates to a speci¯c store environment.

Observed and Unobserved Heterogeneity
It is well known that one must account for both observed and unobserved heterogeneity in
models of this type (see Allenby and Rossi 1999 for a review). This is especially true in
the store selection context given wide variation across households in frequency of shopping
and expenditure levels. In order to fully explore the role of heterogeneity, we estimate four
versions of the model. Model [1] represents the base case and we restrict the response parameters to be common across all shoppers in the sample. Model [2] allows for heterogeneity
in intercept term ®i » N (a; ¾®2 ) while ¯i = ¯ for all i. Because the shoppers di®er only
5 The

store dummies change over time as customers move across stores. This is the reason that qi;t has a

time index. More justi¯cation for the covariates will be given in the next section.
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in their innate mobility, this formulation approximates the so-called \mover-stayer" model
in the job mobility literature (e.g., Farber 1994).6 Model [3] introduces heterogeneity into
the slope parameters. Letting ±i = (®i ; ¯i ) , and xi;t = (1; mi;t ), the latent variable can be
0

0

0

reformulated as
zi;t = qi;t ° + xi;t ±i + "i;t;
0

0

(2.5)

with ±i » N (±; §). Model [4] is motivated by recent work on the role of shopping behavior
variables in choice behavior (e.g., Ainslie and Rossi 1998; Manchanda et al 1999). For each
shopper we compute the average expenditure per trip and the average shopping frequency.
We are then able to break down the di®erences in household-level response parameters (±i )
using the ¯nite segmentation based on these two variables. Using the sample medians as cut
o® points, we assign shoppers into four non-overlapping segments (see Table 1).
||||||||||||||
[Table 1 about here]
||||||||||||||
With wi as a vector of dummy variables representing the segment, we allow the mean
of the random e®ect parameters to interact with the segmentation variables. That is,
±i » N (wi ±; §). This approach allows us to tie our analysis of heterogeneity in transi0

tion propensity to two variables that are readily observable by retail managers. It also opens
up a way of linking our analysis of transitions to existing ¯ndings from the literature on
store choice.

Caveats and Estimation
We assume that the probability of turnover is independent of the destination stores. More
generally, one could work with a duration model in which each pair of origin and destination
stores has its own hazard function (for a brand switching application see Vilcassim and Jain
1991). In order to conserve data for estimation we include only two duration variables (see
6 Technically,

a pure stayer is a shopper with

®i = ¡1.
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next section for details) and as a consequence it is not possible to see the entire pro¯le of
the duration dependence. In theory, while an explicit hazard model with a °exible baseline
hazard function could alleviate this problem our data argue in favor of our simple probit as
an approximate discrete time hazard model with two states (main store and other stores).
This is because 30% of the shoppers never change their main stores during the entire sample
period.
We assume the heterogeneity distribution is normal. This is a popular assumption in
the marketing literature (e.g., Allenby and Lenk 1994; Allenby and Rossi 1999), but can
sometimes be restrictive. One alternative is to extend the model with a nonparametric
approach to heterogeneity using a Dirichlet prior (see Escobar and West 1995; Hirano 2001).
We estimated this model and the results are very similar to those based on the normal
distribution. This is a likely due to having many observations per household.7
Model speci¯cation is completed by specifying the prior distribution of the parameters.
To minimize the impact of the prior, we use either °at or weakly informative priors.8 Estimating the hierarchical (random e®ect) probit model is straightforward using the Gibbs
sampling method (Gelfand and Smith 1990) and the detailed computational algorithm is
well documented in the previous literature (e.g., Allenby and Rossi 1999, Rossi et al 1996).
To assess convergence, we run 10 parallel Gibbs chains with di®erent starting values (Gelman and Rubin 1992). We found that the Gelman-Rubin statistics the statistics for most
parameters were very close to 1 after the ¯rst 5,000 iterations of each chain.

3

Data and Preliminary Analysis

We analyze inter-store transitions of 548 shoppers shopping over a two-year period (June
1991-June 1993), taking a total of 88,945 shopping trips at ¯ve local supermarkets. We

Details of these results are available from the authors.
Our results are not sensitive changes in priors. Again, this is due to the large sample size per shopper.
The exact prior speci¯cation is available from the authors.
7
8
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observe shopper demographics, location relative to each store, and the merchandizing activity
of the stores. Table 2 highlights di®erences in the number of trips received by stores and in
their price formats.9
||||||||||||||
[Table 2 about here]
||||||||||||||

Main Stores and Time Indices
To de¯ne transitions it is ¯rst necessary to the establish a time interval over which main stores
are de¯ned, and then de¯ne the main store itself. In principle, we could de¯ne every change of
shopping place (e.g., consecutive trips to two stores in a day) as a single transition, however,
such a small window will blur the distinction between \major" shopping trips and some
temporary \¯ll-in" trips (Kahn and Schmittlein 1989, 1992) in instances where customers
cross-shop. Alternatively, if we set the time window too wide (e.g., one month), we would
observe too few transitions per shopper (there are only two years of data, so we would have
a maximum of 24 time windows per shopper). The selection of the duration window is at
the discretion of the analyst, but must be established while keeping in mind the objective to
create an appropriate de¯nition of a \main" store.
The empirical distribution of trips across shoppers and within shoppers over time suggests
that one week is an appropriate time window for our data. We do the following: for each
of the 104 weeks we de¯ne the \main" grocery store of a shopper based on the total weekly
expenditure (in dollars) at each of the ¯ve stores.10 In a given week, the main store of a
shopper is the store where the shopper spent the most. From a customer management point
of view, dollars spent is a meaningful measure for the retailer and it is striking that the

These data come from the Stanford IRI Market Basket Database. The ¯rst two stores advertise an
EDLP format, while the other three are HILO operators. Stores 1-3 are from di®erent chains and stores 4-5
are from the same chain.
10 A practical bene¯t of the one week window is that many grocery retailers alter marketing variables such
as prices, store °yers and coupons on a weekly basis.
9
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main stores de¯ned in this way account for approximately 94% of the total expenditure for
all periods. The weekly average grocery expenditure per shopper is $40.25, so that a typical
household spends $37.71 per week in their main grocery store and $2.54 in secondary stores.
Table 3 summarizes the transition sample. If each of the 548 households has a shopping
record in each of the 104 weeks, we would have 56,992 (548 £ 104) main stores, however,
some households have missing weeks so we instead have 43,612 transitions. The transition
index, which is the dependent variable in our study, is constructed by comparing the main
stores of a household for two consecutive weeks. It is set equal to 1 if the two stores are the
same and 0 otherwise. In other words, the transition indices are de¯ned over 43,064 (43,612
- 548) pairs of consecutive main stores. We use two duration covariates which requires us
to set aside more data. `Dur1=1' if the current store has survived for more than a week
and `Dur2=1' if the store has survived for more than two consecutive weeks. As such, we
have to exclude the ¯rst two transition observations for each household (`Intitialization' in
the table). We further divided the remaining sample of 41,968 transitions into a calibration
sample of 40,872 transitions and a holdout sample of 1,096 transitions consisting of the last
two observations for each household.11
||||||||||||||
[Table 3 about here]
||||||||||||||
In the calibration sample, the number of observations per shopper ranges between 34 and
101 (76.58 on average). The mean of the transition indicator in the calibration and holdout
samples is 0.183. On average, customers do not change their main stores very frequently,
however there is wide variation in transition rates across the households. Figure 1 displays
the histogram of transition rates by household. 162 households never change their main
stores at all during the entire sample period, yet 17.1% households switch their main stores
in more than 40% of the weeks.
11 To

ensure our results were robust, we also used various other splits of the data and report the results in

the next section. The qualitative ¯ndings were unchanged and full results are available from the authors.
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||||||||||||||
[Figure 1 about here]
||||||||||||||
We examined whether the non-switching behavior of the 162 households is \forced" by
geographical distance. For the non-switchers the average distance between current main
stores and other stores is 2.17 miles and this is not signi¯cantly di®erent from the average
of 2.10 miles for the rest of the households. This implies non-switching observations result
from conscious choice and are not dictated by distance to other stores.
Table 4 reports the sample transition matrix by origin and destination store and shows
a clear strati¯cation of the stores in terms of mobility. Customers are much more likely to
turn over to stores of the same price format (e.g., 88.9% of turnovers from store 1 (EDLP)
were to store 2 (EDLP), and 87.3% turnovers from store 4 (HILO) were to store 3 (HILO)).
Shoppers appear to be loyal not only to particular stores, but even when they do transition,
they are loyal to particular formats.
||||||||||||||
[Table 4 about here]
||||||||||||||

Selection of Model Covariates
The selection of model covariates is motivated by our research questions and by previous
research. Our covariates fall into two broad classes, namely variables that are householddependent and those that are transition-dependent. The ¯rst category includes both demographic and shopping behavior pro¯les, while the second captures store characteristics
(tailored to individual shoppers). The selected variables serve a substantive purpose and
also allow us to control for observed heterogeneity.12 Shopper-dependent covariates capture
12 We

also control for unobserved heterogeneity via random e®ects. To our knowledge this is the ¯rst study

of transition behavior that has such a rich array of covariates and fully accounts for unobserved heterogeneity.
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the fact that the willingness to abandon a main store may be a consumer trait, whereas the
transition-dependent covariates allow for the intervention of store-speci¯c characteristics in
a given time window. This allows the possibility that the willingness to transition is in°uenced by variables that change over time and describe the shopper's state. Table 5 lists each
variable along with a full description of how it is operationalized and the reports the mean
and standard deviation.13
The price variable represents the aggregate price advantage of one store over the others in
a particular week, independent of the di®erent shopping baskets of the households. Though
somewhat restrictive in nature, this speci¯cation is in line with the previous research (e.g.,
Dickson and Sawyer 1990) that ¯nds that customers rarely recall the price of a speci¯c item
when shopping, but can form impressions with respect to overall price image (e.g., Alba et
al 1994). Table 5 shows there is signi¯cant variation in each of the covariates utilized in the
study.
||||||||||||||
[Table 5 about here]
||||||||||||||

4

Empirical Analysis

We begin with model calibration and validation then proceed to interpret the marginal
posterior parameter distributions. Because the models are nested in an increasing order
of heterogeneity allowed for, it is straightforward to determine the marginal impact of each
13 The

distance variable is calculated from the shopper's home so we are not able to explicitly capture

trips initiated from work. We have no reason to believe that trip initiation varies systematically across
customers, so this should not introduce bias. Because only the di®erence will a®ect store selection, we
subtract the average values of price and distance for all other stores from the variables for the current main
stores (Fotheringham 1988). We also de¯ned the variables relative to the best of those for the other stores,
which is consistent with the notion of opportunity cost, however the results were similar to those reported
here and we do not explore them further. Details are available from the authors.
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additional component by comparing the posterior estimates. All reported results (means and
standard deviations) are based on the last 5,000 posterior draws from the Gibbs sampler
whose convergence is veri¯ed by the ¯rst 5,000 \burn in" iterations using the GelmanRubin statistic14. The signi¯cance of a parameter in a Bayesian analysis should be based on
the entire shape of the marginal posterior distribution, however, an illustrative signi¯cance
measure is convenient for ease of exposition. Following Rossi et al (1996), we say that a
parameter is signi¯cant if the posterior probability that the parameter has the same sign as
the posterior mean exceeds 0.90.

Model Calibration and Validation
We computed the log marginal density15 for each model using an approximated bootstrap
method (Newton and Raftery 1994). It is clear from Table 6 that the ¯t of the model
increases with the corresponding increase in level of heterogeneity. The magnitude of the
improvement is substantial when one compares models [1] and [4], however there is a clear
tapering o® in the improvement of model [4] over model [3].
||||||||||||||
[Table 6 about here]
||||||||||||||
For \out-of-sample" ¯t, we predict the transitions of 1,096 holdout observations (2 per
household) using the available posterior draws from the corresponding Gibbs sampler. Table
6 contains two di®erent predictive measures. One is the average log predictive density, and
the other the average percentage of correct predictions (i.e., the hit rate). Using either criterion, however, we see that the predictive performance signi¯cantly improves as we introduce
heterogeneity in the intercept (model [2]) and also in response sensitivity (model [3]). Model
[3] is able to predict 80% of the holdout transitions correctly. In contrast, the di®erence
14 The
15 The

statistics are omitted to save space
marginal density is the average likelihood integrated with respect to the prior density of the param-

eters. See Kass and Raftery (1995) for details.
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in predictive performance between models [3] and [4] was not particularly large. Though
model [4] produced a superior log predictive density (-361.4 vs -365.1), there was less than
a 1% gap in hit rate in favor of model [4] which employs the two-way segmentation of the
households by expenditures and frequency.
One possibility here is that the disparity in predictive performance could be an artifact
stemming from the small size of the holdout samples. To check this we reestimated the two
models using almost equal sized calibration (N=21,109) and holdout (N=20,859) samples. In
this case, model [4] maintains an edge in calibration sample ¯t (¡5; 922:0 versus ¡5; 933:7).
The di®erence amounts to a Bayes factor (see Kass and Raftery 1995) of 1:2 £ 105 in favor
of model [4], if we assume the prior odds to be one. For holdout, model [3] had a slightly
higher log predictive density than model [4] (¡8; 052:2 versus ¡8; 054:8), and model [4] had a
superior hit rate (0.798 versus 0.794). Thus, we conclude that overall model [4] is marginally
preferred over model [3].

Substantive Findings
Table 7 lists the parameter estimates and shows in boldface those that are signi¯cant based
on the 90% posterior-band criteria. The model is speci¯ed such that the turnover probability
increases with the covariate e®ect, so the table should be read as follows: \the main-store
turnover probability is higher (lower) on average for the observations with a given characteristic, if the posterior mean of the associated parameter is positive (negative)." Di®erences
in the level of heterogeneity accounted for by each of the four model speci¯cations can be
seen by looking across the four columns of Table 7 (we elaborate on this shortly).
||||||||||||||
[Table 7 about here]
||||||||||||||
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The E®ect of Demographics
Demographic variables are an important source of observed heterogeneity. In Model [1] the
store turnover probability is signi¯cantly higher for households subscribing to a newspaper
(°4 = 0:08), and having unemployed (°8 = 0:10) or retired heads (°9 = 0:07). This suggests
that main store substitutions may be initiated by some new information (via promotion
or advertising) on the relative merits of the alternative stores, and newspaper subscribers
are more likely to be exposed to such information. Furthermore, the opportunity cost of
gathering such information will be lower for retired, or non-working households.
Note, however that all e®ects of the demographic covariates disappear once unobserved
heterogeneity is accounted for (see columns 3 and 4 in Table 7). This implies that retail
managers are unlikely to be successful in preventing detections purely by using demographic
targeting. It is of some comfort, however, to see that the main e®ects of shopping behavior
variables generally remain strong even in the more °exible models.

The E®ect of Shopping Style
Inter-store mobility decreases with average expenditure per trip (°10 < 0) and increases with
the average shopping frequency (°11 > 0). Frequent shoppers are price-sensitive in brand
choice (e.g., Ainslie and Rossi 1998) possibly due to better knowledge of price distribution
acquired through experience. This same phenomenon could also drive them to transition
main stores more often. Large-basket shoppers are less sensitive to category level price
promotions in selecting stores (Bell and Lattin 1998) and their larger expenditures per trip
may lead them to expend more e®ort to determine the \right" store and stay with it.
In all four models, the duration variables are highly signi¯cant. The longer a shopper
stays with a main store, the more likely the shopper is to continue with that store. This
e®ect is present even after accounting for both observed and unobserved heterogeneity. Further insight into the e®ect of inertia can be gained by looking at how the expenditure and
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frequency variables stratify the sample. The interactions for the random e®ects are shown
under Model [4] in Table 8. In examining the table, recall that the segments are identi¯ed by
expenditure level, and then by shopping frequency. For both duration variables the turnover
probability is lower for the large basket shoppers (for the same frequency type). That is,
the values of ¯3i and ¯4i are more negative for (H-H) in comparison to (L-H) and (H-L) in
comparison to (L-L).
||||||||||||||
[Table 8 about here]
||||||||||||||
It is also interesting to see that the main e®ect of the frequency variable is no longer
signi¯cant once the di®erence in inertia by the relative size of this variable is controlled for
(see the estimate for °11 for Model [4] given in Table 7). In contrast, the cross-sectional
di®erence by average expenditure remains signi¯cant in Model [4] (°10 = ¡0:52 in Table 7).
In sum, large basket are less likely to transition away from their current main stores. This
inertia e®ect is further reinforced when these large basket shoppers are also less frequent
shoppers.

The E®ect of Distance and Store Characteristics
The chance of customer turnover increases when a main store is more remote (¯1 > 0 for
models [1] to [3]). This is consistent with prior work that shows a more convenient location
has a positive in°uence on store selection (Hu® 1964). The inconvenient store could therefore
be subject to \double jeopardy" | the remote location works against initial choice and also
makes the store more vulnerable to defection. The interaction with segmentation by shopping
style can be seen from the estimates of ¯1i given in Table 8. Large basket shoppers, regardless
of the shopping frequency, are less sensitive to the distance when deciding to transition from
one main store to another ( ¹̄1 = 0:18 verus ¯¹1 = 0:27 for small basket shoppers). This
result is intuitive for the following reason. The relative importance of a \¯xed cost" such as
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distance traveled to the store decreases as the total expected cost of a shopping trip (travel
time plus product expenditures) increases.
The absence of a basket price e®ect is worth noting. For both Model [1] and Model [2]
¯2 is insigni¯cant. In Model [3] the mean of the random e®ects, ¯2i , remains insigni¯cant as
do the interactions with the four shopping styles shown in the segmented analysis of Model
[4] (see Table 8). These results are consistent with the notion that shoppers select main
stores based on the relative price image reinforced by past experiences, rather than by a
more frequent analysis of actual current price levels. That the null result for basket price
persists in Model [4] suggests a modi¯cation of our previous claims regarding the shopping
behavior variables | average expenditure and shopping frequency | on shopper mobility.
Earlier, we attributed some of the e®ect of these variables on mobility to the fact that they
have been shown to be strongly related to consumer price sensitivity (e.g., Kim and Rossi
1994; Manchanda et al 1999). That is, we simply argued that because less frequent shoppers
are less price sensitive in brand choice, this means that one could expect them to also be less
mobile. The fact that there is still no variation in the price e®ect across shopper types in
Model [4] as shown by the mean values for ¯2i , suggests that some non-price elements could
be contributing to the signifance of the expend and trip variables, shown by °10 and °11 ,
respectively. While we do not have data to examine this, one could conjecture that a large
basket shopper, almost by de¯nition, also has a more favorable impression of store layout,
service, assortment etc., all other things equal.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

Our research is motivated by the relative absence of work on customer mobility in retail
settings. Most studies focus on transaction-speci¯c choice behavior, rather than the long
term transition process which is the focus of this research. As argued here, the notion of
mobility is central to understanding customer allegiance and to the practice of customer
management. It is just as important for retailers to understand the drivers of long term
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or stable customer behaviors, as it is to analyze the determinants of temporary switching
behavior. We o®er the following ¯ndings and implications for retail managers (particularly,
but not exclusively, to those in grocery retailing or similar environments).

Shopper Behavior
1. Mobility. Supermarket shoppers are relatively immobile, even in the presence of several
competing alternatives. It is important to realize that this ¯nding is not directly
comparable to or in con°ict with previous ¯ndings that retail promotion has a positive
e®ect on store substitution (e.g., Kumar and Leone 1988). While that e®ect is partly
due to temporary cross-shopping, our result pertains to the transition of shoppers'
main association | which is a much more stringent condition.
2. Observed Characteristics and Mobility. Once unobserved heterogeneity is controlled
for, demographic characteristcs play no role in explaining main-store turnover. On the
other hand, the observed \shopping style" of the consumer is highly predictive. Large
basket shoppers and infrequent shoppers are considerably less likely to change their
main-store allegiance. This ¯nding complements and goes beyond existing work. While
previous papers have tied these variables to price sensitivity and store selection (e.g.,
Ainslie and Rossi 1998; Bell and Lattin 1998; Manchanda et al 1999), we show that
they also contribute to stickiness with the preferred store over a longer time horizon.
3. Distance, Price Levels and Mobility. Shoppers are more likely to change a main store
if the store is less convenient, but the likelihood decreases for customers who buy large
amounts per trip. These shoppers can ammortize the relative inconvenience against
the accummulation of other bene¯ts (e.g., lower product prices, preferred assortments,
etc.). We speculated a \double jeopardy" e®ect for inconvenience. These stores are less
likely to be selected initially and more likely to su®er defections. Temporary changes
in price levels do not appear to have any real e®ect on mobility. While shoppers
undoubtedly switch for some trips, these changes to do not induce any lasting transition
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from the favored or main store. This suggests that customers consider the aggregate
price images of the stores (e.g., Alba et al, 1994) | perhaps in the initial selection of
a main store | rather than search over prices at each trip and then select the main
store on that basis.
4. Inertia. We ¯nd strong evidence for state dependence in store mobility. This result
complements earlier work on brand choice (e.g., Keane 1997) and cross-category purchasing behavior (e.g., Seethuraman et al, 1999). The longer a shopper continues with
the current main store, the less likely the shopper will transition away to another
main store. Nearly three-quarters of our sample can be classi¯ed as \inertial" with
respect to mobility among main stores.16 Combined with the ¯rst ¯nding above, this
leads to an interesting conclusion: most shoppers are highly inertial and become more
so with time at the preferred store. This likely results from the bene¯ts associated
with consumers learning about a particular store over time (e.g., store layout, product
assortment, etc.).

Implications for Retail Management
1. Prioritizing and Targeting of Shoppers. The relative absence of mobility and the increase in inertia with time suggest that retail management should prioritize customers
in the following order: (1) existing loyal customers, (2) new entrants to the market,
and (3) shoppers who are potentially switchable from competitors. Existing customers
are by nature less mobile and the longer they are immobilized the more likely it is
they will remain in this state. New entrants to the market may shop around initially,
but will most likely settle into a \steady state" of immobility. The third group will be
the most di±cult to attract and may be the most expensive from a marketing resource
16 Table

8 the shows that the variances of the heterogeneity distribution for the duration parameters are

large, so it is not immediately clear how many households are inertial in their selection of main stores. To
answer this question, we computed at every iteration of the Gibbs sampler, the percent of households whose
duration parameters are both negative. From 5000 iterations, the mean was 72.3% implying that a nearly
three quarters of the shoppers are inertial.
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point of view. It is striking that many retail management practices appear to implicitly
focus on (3), given that our research highlights the inherent di±culty of acheiving any
long-lasting gains with this group.
2. Shopper Identi¯cation and Metrics. E®orts to identify segments of customers based
on shopping style will be more valuable than targeting on the basis of observed demographics. While such variables can appear to be important, all e®ects disappear
once unobserved heterogeneity is accounted for. Given the strong e®ect of average
basket size in limiting mobility, retailers should measure and try to increase it. This
may be a more worthwhile goal than simply increasing store tra±c. The latter goal
could be accomplished by short term price promotions that have no long term positive e®ect on the customer franchise. An increase in the average basket size should
engender long term bene¯ts: cross-sectionally, there is a negative correlation between
average weekly expenditure and the probability of transitioning away from the main
store (r = ¡0:21; p < 0:01). It is interesting to speculate that basket size and inertia
together create a \virtuous circle" for retailers: Large basket shoppers are the most
stable and attractive customers, and once shoppers start buying larger baskets per
trip, they become more inertial.17
3. Marketing Activity. Marketing activities center on longer term strategic issues (e.g.,
price format, positioning, location, assortment, etc.) and more variable short term
tactics (price promotions, features, coupons, etc.). We ¯nd some evidence that the
longer term strategic issues have more impact on customer mobility. Table 4 shows
that shoppers who transition do so to stores of similar formats (even though stores of
di®erent formats may be more conveniently located). This suggests that the overall
positioning of the store is critical to the ability to improve the customer franchise.
A retailer wanting to actively target customers of a competitor should focus on a
17 The

overriding objective of increasing the average order size per customer and visit also suggests other

important metrics. Retailers have long recognized that keeping a shopper in the store for longer periods of
time increases the incidence of unplanned purchases. Store managers should actively try to increase the time
spent by shoppers as they walk through the store and manage to this metric.
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competitor of the same basic price format. Store location has some role to play as more
convenient stores see less mobility overall. While we have not studied it directly, the
composition of the assortment is vital in solidifying long term a±liation (see Fitzimons
2000) and is no doubt linked to time spent in the store and average basket size |
variables that have a signi¯cant impact on mobility. Retail programs that build store
loyalty through the development of category-speci¯c loyalty may also be successful in
this regard (see Drµeze and Hoch 1998). Conversely, short term price and promotion
changes appear to have no signi¯cant in°uence on the long term composition of the
customer base.18

We began by noting that stores with less mobile customer bases are likely to be more
successful over the long run. The less mobile the customer base, the more the retailer
acts as a \local monopoly" with respect to the shopper franchise. A store with a more
transient population of customers faces two disadvantages: (1) greater variability in the
revenue stream, and (2) continual pressure to replenish the customer base. By linking the
concepts of \random utility for switching" with a discrete time duration framework, we
arrived at a relatively simple random-e®ects probit model with which to investigate the
transition process. While parsimonious, the model also accounts for a considerable degree
of observed and unobserved heterogeneity.
We document the relative lack of mobility and the presence of strong inertia, while also
identifying some of the key drivers and moderating variables. The most important drivers
relate to shopper traits as de¯ned by the shopping style rather than strictly exogenous
characteristics such as demographics. The good news for retail managers is that these \traits"
can be subject to in°uence by marketing activity and can easily be monitored through simple
metrics such as average basket size. We hope this e®ort stimulates further work on what
retailers can do to limit mobility and improve the quality of the customer base.
18 While

these activities do not lead to main store transitions, we cannot rule out the hypothesis that such

activities are important in keeping existing customers. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this insight.
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Segment

Weekly expenditure

Weekly shopping trip

% of households

H-H

High

High

23%

H-L

High

Low

27%

L-H

Low

High

26%

L-L

Low

Low

24%

Cut-o® (median)

32.45 dollars

1.259 trips

H=548

Table 1: Segmentation of Customers.

Store I.D. Trip Frequency (%) Mean Basket Price (S.D.) Advertising Pricing Format
1

15933 (17.9)

22.22 (1.05)

EDLP

2

19346 (21.8)

22.61 (1.26)

EDLP

3

31706 (35.6)

25.78 (1.57)

HILO

4

12318 (13.8)

27.94 (2.34)

HILO

5

9642 (10.8)

27.72 (2.35)

HILO

Note: For consistency with prior literature, we replicate the basket prices computed by Bell et al
(1998, p 357).
Table 2: Frequency of Trips (N=88,945) and Pricing Format by Store.

Sample

Description

Total weekly main store 104 week £ 548 hhd
Main store not de¯ned

incidence of no weekly purchase

Observation
56,992
-13,380
= 43,612

Transition

Pairs of 2-consecutive-week main stores

Initialization

First 2 weeks per hhd for duration dummies

-1,096

Hold-out

Last 2 weeks per hhd for out-of-sample prediction

-1,096

Calibration

= 43,064

= 40,872
Table 3: Sample Selection Procedure
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Destination store
Origin store

1

2

3

4

5

Total

1 (EDLP)

6,821

1,318

82

7

75

8,303

2 (EDLP)

1,313

9,652

405

95

195

11,660

3 (HILO)

78

405 11,109 1,171

434

13,197

4 (HILO)

8

84

78

4,545

5 (HILO)

84

188

87 3,486

4263

8,304 11,647 13,190 4,559 4,268

41,968

Total

1,176 3,199
418

Table 4: Store Transition Observations
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Covariate Description

Mean (S.D.)

Household-dependent
FamSize

The number of family members in a household.

2.32 (1.38)

Income

Log of annual household income. The variable was imputed as the

10.2 (0.92)

mid-point of the bracket which each household belongs to.

White

1 if the main household head is white.

0.73

News

1 if the household subscribes to at least one newspaper.

0.36

Old

1 if at least one household head is older than 55. The age variable

0.55

is originally grouped by 6 categories.

College

1 if at least one household head has a college equivalent degree.

0.44

Single

1 if male or female household head is absent.

0.49

Unemp

1 if no household head is working.

0.38

Retire

1 if the main household head has retired.

0.32

Expend

Log of average weekly shopping expenditure ($) at all stores during

3.57 (0.45)

the entire sample period.

Trip

Log of average weekly shopping trips at all stores during the entire

0.27 (0.57)

sample period.

Transition-dependent
Distance

The relative distance to the current main store di®erenced by the

-1.37 (1.55)

average distance to the other stores.

Price

The relative price of a ¯xed shopping basket at the current main

-0.75 (3.11)

store di®erenced by the average price at all other stores for the week
of transition.

Dur1

1 if the current store has retained the main store status for more

0.82

than 1 previous week.

Dur2

1 if the current store has retained the main store status for more

0.73

than 2 previous weeks in a row.

Table 5: Variable Description (548 households and 40,872 transitions).
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Model
Performance Criteria

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

For calibration sample (N=40,872)
Log Marginal Density

-14,999 -13,067 -11,950 -11,937

For hold-out sample (N=1,096)
Log Predictive Density

-420.0

-386.4

-365.1

-361.4

Hit Rate

0.769

0.784

0.800

0.809

Table 6: Comparison of Model Performance
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Parameter

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

r.e.

r.e. with segments

Demographics
Intercept (®)

0.603 (.046)

random e®ect

FamSize (°1)

0.038 (.009)

0.110 (.041)

0.010 (.046)

0.029 (.038)

Income (°2 )

0.044 (.012)

0.161 (.035)

0.039 (.038)

0.068 (.053)

White (°3)

0.010 (.021)

0.061 (.076)

0.121 (.092)

0.148 (.104)

News (°4 )

0.082 (.018)

0.062 (.083)

0.039 (.105)

0.024 (.093)

-0.050 (.023)

-0.033 (.102)

-0.032 (.098)

-0.032 (.111)

College (°6)

0.034 (.019)

0.050 (.098)

0.113 (.100)

0.128 (.082)

Single (°7)

-0.019 (.022)

-0.048 (.103)

-0.073 (.106)

-0.015 (.108)

Unemp (°8 )

0.105 (.028)

0.280 (.126)

0.147 (.129)

0.155 (.119)

Retire (°9 )

0.072 (.027)

0.035 (.126)

0.034 (.150)

0.019 (.120)

-0.330 (.023)

-0.727 (.095)

-0.490 (.094)

-0.518 (.125)

0.248 (.016)

0.542 (.070)

0.305 (.080)

0.135 (.138)

Old (°5 )

Shopping behavior
Expend (°10)
Trip (°11)

Store dummies
Store 2 (°12)

-0.086 (.005)

-0.144 (.033)

-0.094 (.084)

-0.090 (.080)

Store 3 (°13)

-0.166 (.035)

-0.187 (.056)

-0.362 (.133)

-0.347 (.132)

Store 4 (°14)

0.141 (.048)

0.299 (.069)

0.274 (.138)

0.305 (.133)

Store 5 (°15)

-0.088 (.050)

-0.030 (.071)

-0.060 (.118)

-0.088 (.134)

Other variables
Distance (¯1 )

0.068 (.005)

0.075 (.008)

r.e

r.e. with segments

Price (¯2)

-0.002 (.005)

0.001 (.005)

r.e.

r.e. with segments

Dur1 (¯3)

-0.411 (.026)

-0.393 (.026)

r.e.

r.e. with segments

Dur2 (¯4)

-0.998 (.024)

-0.405 (.026)

r.e.

r.e. with segments

Table 7: Gibbs Sampling Results with Di®erent Levels of Consumer Heterogeneity
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Mean (®, ¯)

Parameter

Variance (diag(§))

Model [2]
Intercept (®i )

-0.276 (.15)

0.73 (.07)

Model [3]
Intercept (®i )

1.042 (.08)

0.47 (.08)

Distance (¯1i )

0.229 (.03)

0.26 (.03)

Price (¯2i )

0.014 (.01)

0.04 (.01)

Dur1 (¯3i )

-0.509 (.05)

0.23 (.03)

Dur2 (¯4i )

-0.374 (.05)

0.27 (.04)

Model [4]
Segment

(H-H)

(H-L)

(L-H)

(L-L)

Intercept (®i )

0.98 (.34)

0.70 (.38)

0.83 (.35)

0.76 (.38)

0.44 (.07)

Distance (¯1i )

0.18 (.06)

0.18 (.07)

0.27 (.06)

0.26 (.07)

0.25 (.03)

Price (¯2i )

-0.02 (.02)

0.03 (.03)

0.02 (.02)

0.02 (.03)

0.05 (.01)

Dur1 (¯3i )

-0.49 (.08) -0.74 (.12)

-0.38 (.07)

-0.58 (.10)

0.24 (.03)

Dur2 (¯4i )

-0.30 (.08) -0.68 (.11)

-0.24 (.07)

-0.46 (.10)

0.28 (.03)

Table 8: Distribution of Random E®ect Heterogeneity

Figure 1: Distribution of Transition Rates Across Households
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